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Searching for a roSe garden. 
Fostering real alternatives to Psychiatry

international conference on 2nd  and 3rd  September 2011 in Berlin

the international conference searching for a rose garden. Fostering real alternatives to 
Psychiatry is the highlight of the event series "survivor control: the rights and self-help 
opportunities of People with Psychiatric experience" organised by the Berlin association 
for Protection against Psychiatric violence this year.

experiential knowledge proves to be a unique and invaluable resource in creating ra-
dically different social responses and building up real alternatives to psychiatry. Brin-
ging together world leaders in the field, this conference will be a rare opportunity to 
reflect in depth on these innovative approaches which have mainly been developed by 
psychiatric survivors themselves. We will focus on survivor-controlled practices including 
research as well as working partnerships with professionals. 

searching for a rose garden is a must for anybody working toward different values in 
mental health. 

organising committee: viola Balz, stefan Bräunling, sabine Dick, iris hölling, Jens obermark, 
  Jasna russo (coordination), Kerstin tiedtke und Kathrin vogel.
Visual design:           agentur teKteK; tünya Özdemir



PrograMMe
FriDay 2nD sePtemBer 2011

10 am to 5 pm

10.00 – 10.15  oPening anD Welcome

 Stefan Bräunling (germany), 
 association for Protection against Psychiatric violence, Board member
 gabriela Tanasan (romania), european network of (ex) Users and 
 survivors of Psychiatry, chair 
 Prof. dr. Benjamin-immanuel hoff (germany), Berlin state secretary 
 for health, the environment and consumer Protection

10.15. – 11.15 Keynote anD DiscUssion
 the role oF sUrvivor KnoWleDge in creating alternatives 
 to Psychiatry

 Prof. Peter Beresford (UK)

11.15 – 11.30  coffee break



11.30 – 1.00 Presentations anD DiscUssion
 sUrvivor-controlleD alternatives to Psychiatry in Practice:  
 concePts anD challenges
 
 Maths Jesperson (sweden): Personal ombudsman 
 Beth filson (Usa): intentional peer support 
 Kathrin Vogel (germany): runaway house Berlin 

1.00 – 2.00 Lunch break

2.00 – 3.30 Parallel WorKing groUPs 

WorKing groUP 1 (german speaking)
the PrinciPle oF sUrvivor-control: a conversation 

three survivor-controlled projects from Berlin rooted in different social movements 
discuss common ground and differences in their work. the focus is on the different 
circumstances of the projects (such as funding) and the way that these determine the 
work. the aim of this working group is to pursue a new understanding of professional 
roles as well as to explore what constitutes survivor-control and the mechanisms to 
implement and ensure it. 



input:
Thomas Schlingmann, tauwetter – survivor-controlled project for men who have 
experienced sexual violence in childhood; 
Zofia rubinsztajn, Wildwasser – survivor-controlled project for women who have 
experienced sexual violence in childhood; 
Kerstin Tiedtke, antipsychiatrische Beratungstelle – antipsychiatric counseling centre
  
facilitation: Jens obermark

WorKing groUP 2 (english/german with translation)
the role oF Psychiatric DrUgs in alternative services 

the reliance on psychiatric drugs is what prevents many services which claim to be alter-
native from actually making a real difference to conventional treatment.  this working 
group will look into this fundamental topic in more detail. Following the input presen-
tation - maths Jesperson (sweden), Beth Filson (Usa) and Kathrin vogel (germany) will 
give short statements about the role of psychiatric drugs in their work.

input:

Terry Simpson (UK) terry simpson (UK) will present the conception of Pajaro valley  
sunrise center – a drug free residential place for adults to recover from psychiatric drug 
use.

facilitation: Sabine dick



WorKing groUP 3 (english speaking)
sUrvivor-controlleD research 

survivor-controlled research has the potential to fundamentally challenge the nature 
of psychiatric evidence. three renowned editors of the key book "this is survivor re-
search" (2009) outline the development and achievements of this kind of research in 
the UK. 

input:
dr. angela Sweeney will give an introductory explanation of what constitutes survivor-
controlled research.
alison faulkner will present her experience of successful survivor-controlled projects 
and reflect on the circumstances in which they ended. 
Prof. Peter Beresford will outline the prerequisites for survivor-controlled research and 
discuss its future.

facilitation: Jasna russo

WorKing groUP 4 (german speaking)
selF-DeFinitions oF maDness 

People labelled with psychiatric diagnoses are rarely recognised as owners of their  
experiences and are often denied the authority to define them. 
this working group will offer a space to deepen survivors’ own understanding of  
madness. 



input:
regina Bellion, Bad orb
Sarah heselhaus, association for Protection against Psychiatric violence, Berlin 
Peter Weinmann, Drop-in center for autonomous living, saarbrücken

facilitation: imke Schrader

3.30 – 3.45 coffee break

3.45 – 5.00 Plenary DiscUssion: 
 hoW can We saFegUarD the FUtUre oF 
 sUrvivor-controlleD ProJects?

 Panel: 
 debra Shulkes (czech republic), 
 european network of (ex) Users & survivors of Psychiatry (enUsP), Prague
 Peter Beresford (UK), Brunel University london 
 heinrich Beuscher (germany), (to be confirmed)
 regional chairman for Psychiatric services in Berlin
 Patrizia di Tolla (germany), german association for social Psychiatry,   
 Board member
 christian reumschüssel-Wienert (germany), head of Divison for
 Psychiatry, german Umbrella organisation of independent charities

 facilitation: iris hölling



satUrDay 3rD sePtemBer 2011
10 am to 4 pm

10.00 – 11.15 Keynotes anD DiscUssion
 selF-harm anD sUiciDality: First-Person PersPectives 

 clare Shaw (UK), 
 self-harm and survival
 dr. david Webb (australia)
 thinking (Differently) about suicide

11.15 – 11.30  coffee break

11.30 – 1.00 Parallel WorKing groUPs 

WorKing groUP 1 (english/german with translation)
PartnershiPs at WorK 

in this working group, both professionals and psychiatric survivors engaged in diffe-
rent partnership projects will exchange their experiences and lessons learned. those 
partnerships include research, advocacy, support structures, political activism, joint net-
works, and art projects. 

the group’s aim is to identify some factors in project success and failure and to high-
light some principles for fruitful partnerships. 



input:
dr. Peter Stastny (Usa) will describe and reflect on his diverse experiences of working 
partnerships with psychiatric survivors.
Terry Simpson (UK) will reflect on the danger of unequal partnerships using some of his 
work experience as an example.
antje Wilfer (germany) will describe and discuss opportunities and difficulties around 
working partnerships between users/survivors and professionals.

facilitation: Wouter van de graaf 

WorKing groUP 2 (english speaking)
aDDressing sUiciDality anD selF-harm in Practice 

suicidality and self harm are used to justify (forced) psychiatric intervention which of-
ten proves inadequate and can lead to the damage it claims to prevent. 
the presenters will show that these experiences don’t require coercion and that diffe-
rent responses are possible. they will feature first-person knowledge as a key to develo-
ping supportive coping strategies and present their practical work.

input:
dr. david Webb (australia), 
Beth filson (Usa), 
clare and Terri Shaw (UK)

facilitation: debra Shulkes



WorKing groUP 3 (german speaking)
PeaKs anD PitFalls oF ParticiPation 

analysing three concrete examples of involvement, this group aims to explore the le-
vels of system change that different models of participation are able to initiate.  the 
main structural obstacles as well as the essential preconditions for service user/survivor 
involvement will be discussed. 

input:
dr. Stefan Weinmann will present his current experience of service user involvement in 
developing guidelines for psychiatric treatment.
anja henke will describe the possibilities and limitations of her role as a ‘recovery com-
panion’ in one day hospital.
Patrizia di Tolla will outline the involvement of service users in creating the new version 
of the official treatment and rehabilitation Plan document.

facilitation: Viola Balz

WorKing groUP 4 (german speaking)
Political strategies For imPlementing the Un convention on the rights  
oF Persons With DisaBilities (crPD)

the efforts to date to make the crPD a reality will be reported and evaluated. the spe-
cial focus of this working group is on examining the possibilities for working alliances 
between psychiatric survivors and disabled people’s organisations.



input:
Dr. sigrid arnade will draw on her experiences of negotiations around the crPD. 
speaking from the perspective of a self-advocacy organization of people with disabili-
ties, she will reflect on alliances with the movement of psychiatric survivors.
maths Jesperson (sweden) who was also involved in the negotiations around the crPD 
will contemplate alliances from the perspective of psychiatric survivors’ organisations.

facilitator: dr. Valentin aichele, german institute for human rights.

1.00 – 2.00  Lunch

2.00 – 3.00 Keynotes anD DiscUssion 
 WorKing in PartnershiP: risKs anD gains
   
 dr. Peter Stastny 
 Fringe benefits, empty promises or radical transformation
 alison faulkner
 Dilemmas of identity and power 

3.00 – 3.15 coffee break

3.15 – 4.00 closing plenary
 highlights of the conference, Future Prospects

 facilitation: Stefan Bräunling



PreSenTerS
dr. Sigrid arnade has been Director of the Interest Group on Independent Living in 
Germany (German branch of Disabled People’s International – DPI) since 2010. she is 
a trained veterinarian, but since becoming a wheelchair user in 1986, she has worked 
as a journalist, facilitator and project manager focusing on disabled women and 
their equal treatment before the law. in 2004, sigrid co-founded the campaign "to-
ward the visibility of disabled women under the Un convention!" that same year, 
she represented german Disability council in the negotiation of the convention on 
the rights of People with Disabilities.   

Prof. Peter Beresford oBe teaches social policy and is the director of the centre for 
citizen Participation at Brunel University in london. he is open about his long-term 
experience of using mental health services and is the chair of the national service 
user organization and network shaping our lives. Peter is the author of numerous 
publications including "It’s Our Lives: A short theory of knowledge, distance and 
experience" (2003) and "Being A Mental Health Service User" (2010). he is an exe-
cutive editor of the journal Disability & society and has been invited to sit on many 
government bodies.

regina Bellion, year 1941, pensioner

Patrizia di Tolla studied psychology and went on to work in the anti-institutional 
psychiatric reform movement in italy. Between 1988 and 2011, she directed the De-
partment of Psychiatry of the german lead Umbrella organisation of independent 
charities in Berlin (Der ParitÄtische). in that post, she initiated service user involve-
ment and gave instrumental support to several survivor-controlled projects and or-
ganisations. Patrizia sits on the Board of the european ngo santé mentale et exclu-
sion sociale (mental health and social exclusion). since 2010, she has also served on 
the extended Board of the german association of social Psychiatry.

alison faulkner has worked as a freelance researcher, trainer and consultant in the 
mental health field for more than 20 years. among many other publications, she 
authored "The Ethics of Survivor Research" in 2004. she was the manager of one 
of the first large-scale user-led research projects in the UK – "Strategies for Living" 
(1997 – 2003).



Beth filson is co-author of "Engaging Women in Trauma-Informed Peer Support - A 
Guidebook". as a survivor, she brings attention to the role violence and abuse play in 
the lives of people psychiatrically labeled and provides training to assist organizations 
in addressing the issue of re-traumatization.  Beth currently works in massachusetts 
to help providers engage in healing relationships with people who self-injure.  

anja henke has personal experience of psychosis. since 2001, she has taken part in 
and also co-facilitated psychosis-seminars/trialogues in Potsdam. these are joint dis-
cussion groups for people who have experienced psychosis, their family members and 
psychiatric staff. in an effort to move the exchange of experiences beyond these sin-
gle discussions and to reform the psychiatric system, some cooperation has followed 
with psychiatric services in Potsdam. since 2009, anja has worked as a recovery com-
panion at a day clinic in Potsdam. she also takes part in school projects and training 
sessions; these are run on the trialogue model where anja brings in the perspective 
of those with direct experience.  

Sarah heselhaus is a special needs assistant and a trainer in breathing techniques. 

Maths Jesperson has been a regional officer of the swedish national organisation of 
users & survivors of psychiatry (Riksförbundet för Social och Mental Hälsa - RSMH) since 1988.
in 1995, he pioneered Po-skåne, a professional, user-run organisation which provides 
supported decision-making for hundreds of persons with severe emotional problems.

Zofia rubinsztajn has worked since 2004 at the Wildwasser self-help counselling 
centre and drop-in team in Berlin, a survivor-controlled project for women/intersex/
transgender people who experienced sexual violence as girls. Prior to this project, 
she worked for a couple of years at an independent shelter for battered women and 
children and at a hotline for raped women. Before this, she worked in quite different 
worlds. Besides working with (sexual) violence, Zofia finds related themes such as 
drug consumption, suicide, hearing voices and self-harm very important as she also 
connects personally with these experiences.  

Thomas Schlingmann was one of the founders in 1995 of the tauwetter drop-in cen-
tre in Berlin for men who (among other things) experienced sexual abuse in child-
hood.  at the beginning of 2000, he co-developed a survivor-controlled approach to 
counselling and wrote "Sexual Violence, Manhood and the Capacity to Act".



clare Shaw, ma Pgc, is a key figure in the UK self-harm survivor movement. a foun-
ding member of the stePs self-help group for women who self-harm and the liver-
pool-based radical campaigns group mad Women, clare has drawn from her aca-
demic background as well as her own personal experiences to inform her work and 
publications around issues including self-harm, sexual abuse and Borderline Persona-
lity Disorder. this combination of personal, academic and campaigning experience 
also informs clare‘s work as teacher and trainer: in 2006, clare co-founded harm-ed, 
a user-led self-harm training organisation.

Terri Shaw is a qualified and experienced teacher who has provided training to staff 
in a wide range of services. Whilst practicing as a nurse terri developed an awareness 
of the complexities involved in self-harm; however, her real interest and involvement 
of the issues stemmed from the experiences of her sister who self-harmed over many 
years. since april 2006, terri has worked with her sister clare shaw as a director and 
principal trainer within harm-ed.

Terry Simpson is a freelance consultant, trainer and writer on mental health issues. 
he was a founding member of leeds survivor led crisis service, leeds mental health 
advocacy group, and leeds survivors Poetry, terry was the national Director of the 
UK advocacy network (UKan), a survivor led group promoting advocacy, from 1993 - 
2002. he has co-edited several books of poetry and stories by mental health survivors 
including "Doorways in the Night" (2004). two of his play scripts about the mental 
health system have been filmed for use on open University courses.

dr. Peter Stastny is a new york based psychiatrist, documentary film maker and a 
founder of the international network toward alternatives and recovery (intar). 
he has frequently collaborated with psychiatric survivors, including by spearheading 
peer specialist services and peer-run businesses, as well as research and writing pro-
jects. examples are a book and major exhibit at the new york state museum "Lost 
Cases, Recovered Lives: Suitcases from a state hospital attic" (together with Darby 
Penney); and the edited volume "Alternatives beyond Psychiatry" (with Peter leh-
mann). currently he is working on developing alternatives for individuals experien-
cing serious crises and further investigating the roles of peers/survivors in providing 
services to their peers.

       



dr. angela Sweeney has been involved in survivor research for nearly 15 years.  she 
completed her PhD at the service User research enterprise (sUre) at the institute 
of Psychiatry at Kings college london on the topic of service user-defined outcome 
measures for continuity of care.  angela has written and presented extensively on the 
topic of survivor research, and is lead author of the book "This is Survivor Research" 
(2009).  she now works at University college london on a study comparing hospital 
wards and crisis houses. 

Kerstin Tiedtke has a master’s degree in pedagogy and is a silversmith and astrologist.  
since 2003, she has been a consultant worker for Project "support" – a survivor-
controlled project supporting individuals run by the association for Protection from 
Psychiatric violence. in 2007, she co-founded a voluntary anti-psychiatric counselling 
centre for the same organisation; this is unfortunately the only centre of its kind in 
german-speaking countries to date. in her work, Kerstin especially values the advan-
cement of networking and cooperation within the psychiatric survivor movement.   

Kathrin Vogel has worked for several years at "villa stöckle" runaway house, the 
only anti-psychiatric crisis service in germany. For four years, her responsibilities have 
been project independent management and public relations. in the course of this 
work, Kathrin has given presentations in and outside of germany and has authored 
several articles. she studies French philology and contemporary history. her master’s 
thesis will focus on the phenomenon of cultural transference.  Kathrin has also com-
pleted training as an intercultural coach. her special interest is in biography and mi-
gration.

david Webb completed the world’s first PhD on suicide by a suicide attempt survivor 
in 2006 and "Thinking About Suicide", the book from his PhD, was published by Pccs 
Books (UK) in 2010.  he has served on the board of the World network of Users and 
survivors of Psychiatry (WnUsP) and is international representative for the austra-
lian Federation of Disability organisations (aFDo).  he has represented both these 
organisations at various Un forums on the convention on the rights of Persons with 
Disabilities (crPD).



dr. Stefan Weinmann is a specialist in psychiatry and psychotherapy and is a public 
health scientist. he has worked in several psychiatric clinics in germany, most recently 
as a department head. currently he works for the german association for internati-
onal cooperation in eschborn, advising on public health programmes in developing 
countries. stefan continues to work as a lecturer at the institute of epidemiology, 
social medicine and health economy at charité center in Berlin. his research focu-
ses on the development and evaluation of guidelines for psychiatric treatment, the 
investigation of psychiatric care and the evaluation of pharmacological treatment in 
psychiatry. in his recent academic publications he has criticised the way that psychia-
tric medication is handled, including in his book "Success-Myth of Psychiatric Drugs: 
Why do we need to re-evaluate medication in psychiatry?" (2008). 

Peter Weinmann, is a biologist and practitioner of alternative psychotherapy. he has 
also studied theology and social work. For more than ten years, he worked with peo-
ple diagnosed with a so called mental illness; since 2008, he has focused on a project 
that he founded to provide individual support - saarbrücker anlaufstelle für selbst-
bestimmt leben (saarbrücken Drop-in centre for independent living). Peter has per-
sonal experience of crisis management and psychiatry as a patient in the 1990s. more 
information about his work can be found at www.yael-elya.de
 
antje Wilfer is a long-time activist in the voice hearers‘ movement. Bringing in a per-
spective rooted in her own lived experience, she works as a trainer in germany and 
abroad. antje was recently involved in setting up an independent office in Berlin to 
investigate complaints about psychiatry. 



aUf der SUche nach deM roSengarTen. 
echte alternativen ZUr Psychiatrie UmsetZen

Freitag, 2. sePtemBer 2011 von 10.00 Uhr Bis17.00 Uhr
FriDay 2nD sePtemBer 2011 From 10 am to 5 Pm 

samstag, 3. sePtemBer2011 von 10.00 Uhr Bis16.00 Uhr
satUrDay 3rD sePtemBer 2011 From 10 am to 4 Pm

sPrachen: englisch UnD DeUtsch (mit simUltanüBersetZUng)
langUages: english anD german (With simUltaneoUs translation)

teilnahmegeBühr: 100 eUro (ermäßigungstarif: 50 euro, freier eintritt für alle erwerbslosen)

conFerence Fee: 100 eUro (reduced fee: 50 euro, free entrance for unemployed)

anmelDeBogen Unter : WWW.WeglaUFhaUs.De
registration Form at  : WWW.WeglaUFhaUs.De

KontaKt : Kongress.WeglaUFhaUs@WeB.De
contact  : Kongress.WeglaUFhaUs@WeB.De 
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